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Part I: General Information



Procedure

The ISBI 2011 paper submission and review process is being conducted in a manner similar to
previous ISBI symposia:

Authors who wish to participate in the symposium will create documents consisting of a
complete description of their ideas and applicable research results in a maximum of 7 pages.
A fee of $125 is assessed for each page beyond the fourth. (A maximum of $375=$125*3 for
one paper.)
Submit the paper electronically and copyright form by fax. This paper must be submitted in
final, publish-ready form before the submission deadline listed below.
Check the ISBI 2011 website for the status of your paper.
Paper submissions will be reviewed by experts selected by the conference committee for their
demonstrated knowledge of particular topics. The progress and results of the review process
will be posted on this website, and authors will also be notified of the review results by email.
Prepare a lecture or poster presentation following the guidelines included in this document.
ISBI reserves the right to withdraw from IEEE Xplore papers which were not presented at the
event.

The review process is being conducted entirely online. To make the review process easy for the
reviewers, and to assure that the paper submissions will be readable through the online review
system, we ask that authors submit paper documents that are formatted according to the Paper
Kit instructions included here.

Restrictions

An individual can be first author of at most two paper submissions. There is no limit on individuals
being co-authors of paper submissions.

Requirements

Papers may be no longer than 7 pages including all text, figures, and references. A fee of $125 is
assessed for each page beyond the fourth. (A maximum of $375=$125*3 for one paper.)

Papers must be submitted by the deadline date. There will be no exceptions.

Accepted papers MUST be presented at the conference by one of the authors, or, if none of the
authors  are  able  to  attend,  by  a  qualified  surrogate.  The  presenter  MUST  register  for  the
conference before the deadline given for author registration. Failure to register before the deadline
will result in automatic withdrawal of your paper from the conference proceedings and program.
Also note that each paper should be linked with a non-student-rate registration (see below).

Additionally, ISBI 2011 requires that each accepted paper be presented by one of the authors
in-person at the conference site according to the schedule published. Any paper accepted into
the  technical  program,  but  not  presented  on-site  will  be  withdrawn  from  the  official
proceedings archived on IEEE Xplore.

Deadlines and Important Dates

Important Dates:
Deadline for submission of paper: October 28, 2010 November 11, 2010
Notification of acceptance/rejection: January 4, 2011 January 20, 2011



Submission of final accepted paper: January 28, 2011 (Note, this is only 1 week after the acceptance announcement.)
Deadline for author registration: January 28, 2011

Correspondence

Please make sure to put the conference name (ISBI 2011) and the paper number that is assigned
to you on all correspondence.

Additional questions regarding submission of papers should be directed to the following address:

ISBI 2011
Conference Management Services
3833 Texas Avenue S., Suite 221
Bryan, TX 77802-4015, USA
(979) 846-6800
(979) 846-6900 [fax]
papers2011@biomedicalimaging.org

Frequently Asked Questions

Document Preparation
1) The LaTeX Template, Microsoft Word Template, and PDF Sample files do not have
the exact margins or measurements as those described in the paper kit. What are the
correct measurements?
2) I need more time to complete my manuscript; I cannot complete it by the published
deadline. Can I have an extension?
3) My manuscript has authors from more than 2 affiliations; My manuscript has several
authors. But the LaTeX template supports only 2 authors. How should I list multiple
authors in the heading of my manuscript?

Manuscript Submission
4) How will I know if my submission is valid for review?
5) Why did my submission fail document inspection? Can I try again?
6) How can I withdraw or cancel my submission?
7) I recently discovered that I am required to acknowledge the sponsor of my research
in order to receive funding, but the deadline for submitting the final manuscript has
passed. What should I do?

Registration
8) The paper kit and web site state that every paper must have an author registered by
a certain date. If I am the presenting author of multiple papers, does this mean I
should register multiple times?
9) The web site states that only non-student registrations can be linked with accepted
papers. I am a student and will be the presenting author; how should I register?
10) The members of our team have not yet decided who will be the one(s) to attend
and present our paper(s), but the author registration deadline is approaching. Can we
change the name of the person registered later on?
11) When I registered, I was not a member of IEEE, but I recently did join. Can I
receive a refund of the difference between the member and non-member registration
fees?

Document Preparation

1) The LaTeX Template, Microsoft Word Template, and PDF Sample files do not have the exact
margins  or  measurements  as  those  described  in  the  paper  kit.  What  are  the  correct
measurements?



1-Ans) The Paper Kit description should be considered the final word. Because of software version
differences, installed font differences, and other system-specific issues, the final PDF or Postscript
file that you create from the given templates may not exactly match the sample manuscript found
in  the  paper  kit.  The  measurements  given  in  these  templates  and  in  the  official  Paper  Kit
description are not intended to be followed with extreme precision. However, the general structure
and  layout  of  the  document  should  be  substantially  the  same as  the  templates  and  sample
manuscript. This means: the title should appear at the top of the first page, the author list should
appear beneath the title, the first paragraph of the document should be the abstract section, the
document should be in two-column format with reasonable margins and column spacing, and the
font size should be no smaller than 9pt.

2) I need more time to complete my manuscript; I cannot complete it by the published deadline.
Can I have an extension?

2-Ans) The published manuscript submission deadline was selected so that submitted manuscripts
may receive sufficient and thorough reviews and so that presenting authors of accepted papers will
have sufficient time to arrange for travel to the event site. By granting an extension, the rest of
the development  of  the  technical  program would  be delayed.  The deadline  for  submission  of
manuscripts is known well in advance, thus, no extension will be granted for any reason.

3) My manuscript has authors from more than 2 affiliations; My manuscript has several authors.
But the LaTeX template supports only 2 authors. How should I list multiple authors in the heading
of my manuscript?

3-Ans) There are several formats commonly used for formatting author lists of 3 or more authors
or where there are 3 or more different affiliations for authors. The preferred method is to list the
author names with identifying marks (superscript numbers, for example) and then a legend below
the name list  with the respective affiliation descriptions. Be sure that the author list  does not
exceed the margins of the page. The Internet has numerous LaTeX examples of this.

Manuscript Submission

4) How will I know if my submission is valid for review?

4-Ans)  All  submitted  manuscripts  will  be  inspected  for  general  adherence  to  the  paper  kit
guidelines (i.e. page count limits, page margins, font problems) and submission procedure (i.e. the
title on the uploaded file matches the title typed into the web submission form, the author list on
the uploaded file matches the author list  typed into the web submission form, etc.).  Authors
designated as "contact author" will be notified by email only if any problems are found. The status
of your submission can be checked online at any time using the assigned paper number and an
access code.

5) Why did my submission fail document inspection? Can I try again?

5-Ans) There are many reasons why a submitted manuscript might fail the "inspection" process.
The inspection failure notification email will contain a description of the problem. The "Revise an
already-submitted paper" link on the website will allow for revising of submissions which did not
pass inspection. Typically 3-4 days is allowed for corrections to be made in such cases. The most
common reasons for inspection failure are:

The author list shown on the uploaded document file does not match the author list typed
into the online form. These two lists MUST MATCH EXACTLY in author names and the order in
which these names appear on the uploaded document.
Page numbers appear on the uploaded file. Do not include page numbers in the submitted



manuscript.
The author list on the uploaded manuscript is blank. Unless explicitly specified otherwise, the
review process is not "blind". The submitted manuscript should be in publish-ready format.

6) How can I withdraw or cancel my submission?

6-Ans)  Send  an  email  to  general  support  email  address  requesting  the  withdrawal  of  the
manuscript. This email MUST include the assigned paper ID and should include in the cc: line all of
the authors currently listed on the manuscript. If the latter is not done, then a note will be sent to
all authors requesting confirmation of the request as withdrawal of a manuscript can only be done
on the agreement of all authors.

7) I recently discovered that I am required to acknowledge the sponsor of my research in order to
receive funding, but the deadline for submitting the final manuscript has passed. What should I
do?

7-Ans) The deadlines for final manuscript submission are firm and are chosen to allow sufficent
time for the preparation and production of the conference proceedings in time for distribution at
the event. Be sure to check with financial sponsors before the final manuscript submission deadline
concerning this potential requirement.

Registration

8) The paper kit and web site state that every paper must have an author registered by a certain
date. If I am the presenting author of multiple papers, does this mean I should register multiple
times?

8-Ans) No, each valid registration to the conference can be linked with up to 4 accepted papers.
Note that the registered person should be a named author on any papers he or she is linking with
the registration.

9) The web site states that only non-student registrations can be linked with accepted papers. I
am a student and will be the presenting author; how should I register?

9-Ans)  The  policy  is  that  each  paper  should  be  linked  with  a  non-student-rate  registration.
Students who are the only presenting authors of papers should choose one of the non-student
rates. For example, a student who is an IEEE Graduate Student Member and is the only attending
author of a paper should choose to register at the IEEE Member rate. A student who is not a
member of IEEE in any way should choose to register at the Non-Member rate. Please DO NOT
have an author who does not intend to attend register only to link papers.

10) The members of our team have not yet decided who will be the one(s) to attend and present
our paper(s), but the author registration deadline is approaching. Can we change the name of the
person registered later on?

10-Ans) One substitute is allowed for a registration. Please have the original registered person
reply  to the registration  confirmation  email  and  request  to transfer his or her registration  to
someone else. Be sure to include the full contact information for the substitute. Such requests
must be received no later than 2 weeks prior to the start of the event.

11) When I  registered, I  was not a member of IEEE, but I  recently did join. Can I  receive a
refund of the difference between the member and non-member registration fees?



11-Ans) No, one must be a member of IEEE at the time of registration in order to receive the
lower registration fee benefit. Joining IEEE can be done online quickly and the Member Number is
assigned within a few days in most cases.

Part II: Preparation of the Paper

Document Formatting

Use the following guidelines when preparing your document:

LENGTH: You are allowed a total of 7 pages for your document. This is the maximum number
of pages that will be accepted, including all figures, tables, and references. A fee of $125 is
assessed for each page beyond the fourth. (A maximum of $375=$125*3 for one paper.)

Any documents that exceed the 7 page limit will be rejected.

LANGUAGE: All papers must be in English.

MARGINS:  Documents  should  be  formatted  for  standard  letter-size  (8-1/2"  by  11"  or
216mm by 279mm) or A4-size  (210mm by 297mm) paper.  Any text  or other material
outside the margins specified below will not be accepted:

All text and figures must be contained in a 178 mm x 229 mm (7 inch x 9 inch) image area.
The left margin must be 19 mm (0.75 inch).
The top margin must be 25 mm (1.0 inch), except for the title page where it must be 35 mm
(1.375 inches).
Text should appear in two columns, each 86 mm (3.39 inch) wide with 6 mm (0.24 inch)
space between columns.
On the first page, the top 50 mm (2") of both columns is reserved for the title, author(s),
and affiliation(s). These items should be centered across both columns, starting at 35 mm
(1.375 inches) from the top of the page.
The paper abstract should appear at the top of the left-hand column of text, about 12 mm
(0.5") below the title area and no more than 80 mm (3.125") in length. Leave 12 mm (0.5")
of space between the end of the abstract and the beginning of the main text.

A format sheet with the margins and placement guides is available in the following file formats:

PDF file (When you print this file, make sure the "shrink to fit" box is not checked!)
PostScript file

These files contain lines and boxes showing the margins and print areas. If you print one of these
files, then stack it atop your printed page and hold it up to the light, you can easily check your
margins to see if your print area fits within the space allowed.

TYPE:

Face:  To  achieve  the  best  viewing  experience  for  the  review  process  and  conference
proceedings, we strongly encourage authors to use Times-Roman or Computer Modern fonts. If a
font face is used that is not recognized by the submission system, your proposal will not be
reproduced correctly.

Size: Use a font size that is no smaller than 9 points throughout the paper, including figure
captions. In 9-point type font, capital letters are 2 mm high. For 9-point type font, there should
be no more than 3.2 lines/cm (8 lines/inch) vertically. This is a minimum spacing; 2.75 lines/cm



(7  lines/inch)  will  make  the  proposal  much  more  readable.  Larger  type  sizes  require
correspondingly larger vertical spacing.

TITLE: The paper title must appear in boldface letters and should be in ALL CAPITALS. Do not use
LaTeX math notation ($x_y$) in the title; the title must be representable in the Unicode character
set. Also try to avoid uncommon acronyms in the title.

AUTHOR LIST: The authors' name(s) and affiliation(s) appear below the title in capital and lower
case letters. Proposals with multiple authors and affiliations may require two or more lines for this
information. The order of the authors on the document should exactly match in number and order
the authors typed into the online submission form.

ABSTRACT: Each paper should contain an abstract  of  100 to 150 words that  appears at  the
beginning of  the document. Use the same text  that  is submitted electronically along with the
author contact information.

INDEX TERMS (KEYWORDS): Enter up to 5 keywords separated by commas. Keywords may be
selected from the IEEE keyword list  found at: http://www.ieee.org/organizations/pubs/ani_prod
/keywrd98.txt.

BODY: Major headings appear in boldface CAPITAL letters, centered in the column. Subheadings
appear in capital and lower case, either underlined or in boldface. They start at the left margin of
the column on a separate line. Sub-subheadings are discouraged, but if they must be used, they
should appear in capital and lower case, and start at the left margin on a separate line. They may
be underlined or in italics.

REFERENCES: List and number all references at the end of the document. The references can be
numbered in alphabetical order or in order of appearance in the paper. When referring to them in
the text, type the corresponding reference number in square brackets as shown at the end of this
sentence [1]. The end of the document should include a list of references containing information
similar to the following example:

[1]  D.  E.  Ingalls,  "Image  Processing  for  Experts,"  IEEE  Trans.  ASSP,  vol.  ASSP-36,  pp.
1932-1948, 1988.

ILLUSTRATIONS & COLOR: Illustrations must appear within the designated margins. They may
span the two columns. If possible, position illustrations at the top of columns, rather than in the
middle or at the bottom. Caption and number every illustration. All halftone illustrations must be
clear in black and white. Since the printed proceedings will be produced in black and white, be
sure that your images are acceptable when printed in black and white (the CD-ROM and IEEE
Xplore proceedings will retain the colors in your document).

PAGE NUMBERS: Do not put page numbers on your document. Appropriate page numbers
will be added to accepted papers when the conference proceedings are assembled.

Templates

The following style files and templates are available for users of LaTeX and Microsoft Word:

LaTeX style file with margin, page layout, font, etc. definitions.
BiBTeX style file with bibliography style definitions.
LaTeX template file, an example of using the "spconf.sty" and "IEEEbib.bst" files above.
PDF generated from the template file.
Sample strings.bib and refs.bib files.
Word 97/2000 Sample, a template of correct formatting and font use.

We recommend that you use the Word file or LaTeX files to produce your document, since they



have  been  set  up  to  meet  the  formatting  guidelines  listed  above.  When  using  these  files,
double-check the paper size in your page setup to make sure you are using the letter-size paper
layout (8.5" X 11"). The LaTeX environment files specify suitable margins, page layout, text, and a
bibliography style.

In particular, with LaTeX, there are cases where the top-margin of the resulting Postscript or PDF
file does not meet the specified parameters. In this case, you may need to add a \topmargin=0mm
command just after the \begin{document} command in your .tex file. The spacing of the top margin
is not critical, as the page contents will be adjusted on the proceedings. The critical dimensions are
the actual width and height of the page content.

Part III: Submission and Review of the Paper

The review process will be performed from the electronic submission of your paper. To ensure that
your document is compatible with the review system, please adhere to the following compatibility
requirements:

File Format

The 'IEEE Requirements for PDF Documents' MUST be followed EXACTLY. The conference is
required to ensure that documents follow this specification. The requirements are enumerated
in:

IEEE Requirements for PDF Documents v3.2 [PDF]

Papers must be submitted in either PostScript (PS) or Adobe's Portable Document Format (PDF)
format.

PDF and Postscript files:

must not have Adobe Document Protection or Document Security enabled,
must have either 'US Letter' or 'A4' sized pages,
must be in first-page-first order, and
must have ALL FONTS embedded and subset.

ALL FONTS MUST be embedded in the PDF or PostScript file. There is no guarantee that the
viewers of the paper (reviewers and those who view the proceedings CD-ROM after publication)
have the same fonts used in the document. If fonts are not embedded in the submission, you
will be contacted by CMS and asked to submit a file that has all fonts embedded. Please refer
to your PDF or PS file generation utility's user guide to find out how to embed all fonts.

Information for LaTeX users

Generating  a PostScript  file  is straightforward  for all  LaTeX packages we are aware of.  When
preparing  the  proposal  under  LaTeX,  it  is  preferable  to  use  scalable  fonts  such  as  Type  I,
Computer Modern. However, quite good results can be obtained with the fonts defined in the style
file recommended above (spconf.sty).

PDF files with Postscript Type 3 fonts are highly discouraged. PDF and PostScript files utilizing
Type 3 fonts are typically produced by the LaTeX system and are lower-resolution bitmapped
versions  of  the  letters  and  figures.  It  is  possible  to  perform  a  few  simple  changes  to  the
configuration or command-line to produce files that use PostScript Type 1 fonts, which are a vector
representation of the letters and figures. An excellent set of instructions is found at:



Creating quality Adobe PDF files from TeX with DVIPS

For most installations of LaTeX, you can cause dvips to output Type 1 fonts instead of Type 3 fonts
by including -Ppdf option to dvips. The resulting Postscript file will reference the Type 1 Computer
Modern fonts, rather than embedding the bitmapped Type 3 versions, which cause problems with
printers.

You may also need to tell dvips to force letter sized paper with the option: -t letter.

Some LaTeX installations also include pdflatex, which produces acceptable PDF files as well.

Creating a Postscript (PS) File

Windows users: To save a document as a PostScript file:

Install and select a PostScript printer driver. We recommend Adobe Systems' PostScript
Driver.
In your word processor, on the File menu, click Print.
Select the PostScript printer which will be used to generate the file.
Select the Print to File check box, and then click OK.
In the File name box, type a file name. The file is saved with a '.prn' extension by default.
Rename the file to give it the extension '.ps'.

Macintosh users: To save a document as a PostScript file:

Install and select a PostScript printer driver. We recommend Adobe Systems' PostScript
Driver.
In your word processor, on the File>Print menu, click General.
Go down to "Save as File."
Make the following selections:

Format: PostScript Job
PostScript Level: Level 1 Compatible
Data Format: BINARY
Font Inclusion: All
Destination: File

Click "Save" and specify a file name.

File Size Limit

Authors will be permitted to submit a document file up to 6 MB (megabytes) in size. To request an
exception, contact the paper submission technical support at: papers2011@biomedicalimaging.org.

File Name

The  filename  of  the  document  file  should  be  the  first  author's  last  name,  followed  by  the
appropriate extension (.ps or .pdf). For example, if the first author's name is Johan Smith, you
would submit your file as "smith.ps" or "smith.pdf". To speed transmission of your PostScript and
PDF files, you may use a compression utility that will produce compressed archives that are 100%
compatible with the ZIP compression format defined by PKWare or the GZip format common on
UNIX  and  Linux  systems.  Such  a  utility  can  be  downloaded  from  PKWare's  website  at:
www.pkware.com. This compression is not required, but it is allowed and encouraged so that file
transfer times may be reduced. If you do submit a compressed version of the document file, use
the  same  filename  specification  mentioned  earlier,  with  the  appropriate  file  extension  (for
example, "smith.zip" or "smith.gz"). The paper submission process will append the filename with a



unique identifier when it is stored on our system, so multiple submissions with the same name will
not overwrite each other and will be distinguishable.

Electronic Paper Submission

When you have your document file ready, gather the following information before entering the
submission system:

Document file in PDF or PS format
Affiliation, email address, and mailing address for each author
Paper title
Text file containing paper abstract text, in ASCII text format (for copying and pasting into
web page form)

To submit your document and author information, go to the 'Paper Submission' link on the ISBI
2011 homepage:

http://www.biomedicalimaging.org/

The submission system will present an entry form to allow you to enter the paper title, abstract
text, review category, and author contact information.

During the submission process you will be asked to categorize your paper by choosing one topic
each from topic lists in three categories: methods, modalities, and applications. Your choices will
be used to assign your papers to reviewers with appropriate expertise.

When  choosing  topics,  therefore,  you  should  think  about  what  areas of  expertise  would  best
qualify reviewers to understand and appreciate your submission.

You will also be able to indicate the priority you would like us to place on your choice in each
category.

ALL authors must be entered in the online form, and must appear in the online form in the
same order in which the authors appear on the PDF.

After you submit this information, the system will display a page with the data that you entered so
that you may verify its accuracy. If you need to change the data to fix a mistake, you may use the
back button on your browser to return to the information entry form. Once you approve of the
data that you have entered, you may choose your document file for upload at the bottom of the
verification page. When you click on the button labeled 'Continue' at the bottom of this page, the
page will check the filename extension to make sure it matches the submission criteria, then your
browser will upload your file to our server. Depending on the size of your file and your internet
connection speed, this upload may take a few minutes. At the end of a successful upload, you will
see a confirmation page displaying  the paper number that  is assigned  to you,  and  an email
message will be sent to the authors' email addresses to confirm that the file has been uploaded. If
you do not see the confirmation page after uploading your file, we may not have successfully
received  your file upload.  If  you encounter trouble,  contact  the paper submission support  at:
papers2011@biomedicalimaging.org.

IEEE Copyright Transfer Form

The confirmation page that is displayed after uploading your document file will also generate an
IEEE copyright form for your paper that you MUST print, sign, and fax to us. We will also accept
emailed  versions  in  PDF  or  JPEG  format,  but  they  must  be  scans.  IEEE  does  not  accept
electronically  signed  copyright  transfer  forms.  Our  fax  number  will  also  be  provided  in  the



submission system. If  you have difficulty faxing your copyright form, please contact the paper
submission support at: copyright2011@biomedicalimaging.org.

The copyright form must be received by us before the paper submission deadline. In the event
your paper is not accepted, the form becomes null and void.

Online Review Process

Your submitted paper will be converted to PDF format by the submission system if necessary, then
visually inspected by our submission system staff to assure that the document is readable and
meets all formatting requirements to be included in a visually pleasing and consistent proceedings
publication for ISBI 2011. If our submission inspectors encounter errors with your submitted file,
they will contact you to resolve the issue. If your paper passes inspection, it will be entered into
the review process. A committee of reviewers selected by the conference committee will review the
documents  and  rate  them  according  to  quality,  relevence,  and  correctness.  The  conference
technical  committee  will  use  these  reviews  to  determine  which  papers  will  be  accepted  for
presentation  in  the  conference.  The  result  of  the  technical  committee's  decision  will  be
communicated to the submitting authors by email, along with any reviewer comments, if any.

Monitor Your Submission Status

After you submit  your document,  you may monitor the status of  your paper as it  progresses
through the submission and review process by using the Paper Status website available at:

http://www.biomedicalimaging.org/Papers.asp

Notification of Acceptance

Authors will be notified of paper acceptance or non-acceptance by email as close as possible to the
published  author  notification  date.  The  email  notification  will  include  the  presentation  format
chosen for your paper (lecture or poster), if available.

The notification email will include comments from the reviewers. The conference cannot guarantee
that all of the reviewers will provide the level of comment desired by you. However, reviewers are
encouraged to submit as detailed comments as possible.

Because of the short amount of time between paper acceptance decisions and the beginning of the
publication process, ISBI 2011 is not able to allow for a two-way discourse between the authors
and the reviewers of a paper. If there appears to be a logistical error in the reviewer comments,
such  as  the  reviewer  commenting  on  the  wrong  paper,  etc.,  please  contact  ISBI  2011  at
papers2011@biomedicalimaging.org.

Required Author Registration

Accepted papers MUST be presented at the conference by one of the authors, or, if none of the
authors are able to attend, by a qualified surrogate.

At least one of the authors for each paper must register at the full rate. Failure to register before
the deadline will result in automatic withdrawal of your paper from the conference proceedings and
program.

Each full registrant can satisfy this requirement for at most 2 papers that s/he coauthored.

http://www.biomedicalimaging.org/Registration.asp



Copyright Issues for Web Publication

If you plan to publish a copy of an accepted paper on the Internet by any means, you MUST
display the following IEEE copyright notice on the first page that displays IEEE published (and
copyrighted) material:

Copyright 2011 IEEE. Published in the 2011 International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging:
From Nano to Macro (ISBI 2011), scheduled for 30 March - 2 April, 2011 in Chicago, Illinois,
USA. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this
material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or
redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other
works, must be obtained from the IEEE. Contact: Manager, Copyrights and Permissions / IEEE
Service Center / 445 Hoes Lane / P.O. Box 1331 / Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA. Telephone:
+ Intl. 908-562-3966.

If  you post  an electronic version  of  an accepted  paper,  you must  provide the IEEE with  the
electronic address (URL, FTP address, etc.) of the posting.

©2010 Conference Management Services, Inc. -||- email: webmaster2011@biomedicalimaging.org -||- Last updated Thursday, October 28, 2010


